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By GB we denote the reduced Gröbner basis of polynomial ideal w.r.t. the lexicographic term
order. Let the GB of given three-or-more polynomial system F be GB(F) = {Ĝ1, Ĝ2, · · · },
where Ĝ1 ≺ Ĝ2 ≺ · · · . This talk surveys our recent works for computing small multiples or
leading-monomial multiples (multiplier is 1 sometimes) of important elements of GB(F), by
the PRSs and GCDs. Let the multiples be G̃1 ≺ G̃2 ≺ · · · . Our plan is to compute GB(F)

by applying Buchberger’s algorithm to F ∪ {G̃1, G̃2, · · · }. Our method is unique in that the
multiples are computed as G̃1 ⇒ G̃2 ⇒ · · · . We note that the coefficient sizes of actual ele-
ments of GB are such that csize(Ĝ1) is almost the smallest among csize(Ĝ1), csize(Ĝ2), · · · .
This fact suggests us that our approach is reasonable.

Two new theorems are proved, one is for computing the lowest-order element of ideal gen-
erated by relatively prime G,H ∈ Q[x, u1, u2, . . . ], and another is for computing small
multiples of elements of GB(F) efficiently. Two propositions are given for removing still
remaining extraneous factors effectively. Four new concepts are introduced, “healthy sys-
tem”, “rectangular PRSs”, “elimination of LC (leading coefficient) set”, and “LCtoW (LC to
Whole) polynomial”. We explain these by using many examples.
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